Climate sensitivity of high- and low-elevation *Larix decidua* MXD chronologies from the Tatra Mountains
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**ABSTRACT**

Maximum latewood density (MXD) measurements from high-elevation/-latitude sites are an important proxy for summer temperature reconstructions. Here, we present 201 MXD series from living larch (*Larix decidua* Mill.) trees that were growing at around 850 and 1450 m a.s.l. in the Slovakian Tatra Mountains, together with 56 MXD series from historical timbers of the same species and region. We explore the climate signal at the high- and low-elevation sites and assess the effects of varying temperature and precipitation regimes on MXD formation. Ranging from spring temperature to summer precipitation, the elevation-specific climate sensitivity suggests that the MXD measurements from living and relict sources should not be merged for paleoclimatic studies. This finding emphasizes the challenge of attributing a predominant climate factor that controls wood formation across a wide range of historical constructions. A better understanding of the ‘true’ climate signal requires more samples during the period of overlap between the living and historical trees.

1. Introduction

Information about annual to centennial scale climate dynamics relies on indirect climate recorders, so-called natural proxy archives that capture climate information in their physical and chemical properties due to a lack of reliable instrumental precipitation and temperature measurements prior to the 19th century (Böhm et al., 2009). Proxy-derived, high-resolution climate reconstructions over the Common Era (CE), especially the past millennium, are crucial for placing the ongoing recent warming (Crutzen, 2002) in a long-term context of natural climate variability (Büntgen et al., 2011), and to assess whether the 0.8–1.2 °C warming since 1880 (IPCC, 2018), due to increasing concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gases, is unprecedented compared to past climatic changes (Morice et al., 2012). The current understanding of annually resolved long-term European temperature variations derived from tree-rings relies on a handful of (near) millennium-long temperature sensitive tree-ring records from high-elevational tree line sites in the Alps (Büntgen et al., 2005, 2006b; Büntgen et al., 2011), Carpathians (Popa and Kern, 2009), Findus (Esper et al., 2019; Klippel et al., 2018), Pyrenees (Büntgen et al., 2008, 2017; Dorado Liñán et al., 2012), and Tatra (Büntgen et al., 2013), and from the northern tree line sites in Scandinavia (Esper et al., 2012; Gunnarson et al., 2011; Linderholm and Gunnarson, 2019; Melvin et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015a), and Scotland (Rydval et al., 2017). More than half of these records are maximum latewood density (MXD) or blue intensity (BI) based, whereas particularly in eastern Europe, records rely on the more commonly used dendrochronological parameter tree-ring width (TRW).

Compared to TRW, MXD contains an enhanced temperature signal (Wilson et al., 2016) and climatic information over longer growing seasons (Büntgen et al., 2007). It is less influenced by biological memory effects, producing chronologies with autocorrelation structures that are more similar to instrumental temperature data (Esper et al., 2015). Due to the reduced biological persistence, MXD is more suitable to detect abrupt inter-annual cooling events caused by volcanic eruptions (Esper et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2015) or by severe defoliation events after insect outbreaks (Esper et al., 2007).

These properties clearly indicate the need to expand the network of multi-centennial-long MXD chronologies towards eastern Europe, where great potential is given in the Romanian Carpathian Mountains...
and the Polish and Slovakian Tatra Mountains (Büntgen et al., 2013) with TRW chronologies covering the periods 1163–2005 and 1040–2011, respectively. Previous dendroclimatological analyses of Larix decidua and Picea abies MXD chronologies for the last 400 years show that MXD is highly suitable for temperature reconstruction in eastern Europe (Büntgen et al., 2007; Kaczka et al., 2018).

An indispensable step before assembling long tree-ring chronologies is the appropriate combination of living and historical timbers (Tegel et al., 2010). This includes the extension of the growth spectra of historical timbers with living trees from a similar growth environment. The so-called homogeneity between living and historical samples (Esper et al., 2016), permits the transfer of the recent growth-climate relationships into the past (Fritts, 1976). Ignoring the criterion and combination of different micro-sites (Düthorn et al., 2013), samples from different elevations (Zhang et al., 2015b) or slope expositions (Haril-Meier et al., 2015) leads potentially to a pooling of samples with a different climate forcing that do not match signals retained in historical samples.

Thus here, we (1) introduce new MXD measurements from both, high-elevation and low-elevation Larix decidua sites in the High and Low Tatra Mountains and (2) assess inherent climate responses as a function of site elevation. Finally, we discuss the abilities of a potential usage of MXD to establish a millennium-long temperature reconstruction for eastern Europe by extending the chronology with historical samples.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Sampling site, tree-ring data and chronology development

All Larix decidua Mill. samples origin from the Greater Slovakian Tatra region with differences in site elevation. The high-elevation site is located at Dolina Mengusovska (1450 m a.s.l.; 49.14 N/20.07 E) in the Slovakian High Tatras, near the highest range of the Carpathian arc. The low-elevation site is situated south of the high-elevation site and close to the village Vernar (850 m a.s.l.; 48.93 N/20.29 E) in the Low Tatras (Fig. 1a). The sites differ geologically, as the High Tatra Mountains were formed by granites containing intrusions of metamorphic rocks (Burda et al., 2013; Gaweda, 2008), whereas the Low Tatra Mountains near Vernar are composed of Triassic sandstones, limestones and dolomites (Földvary, 1988). Historical material origins from beams of houses, churches and castles enclosed by these ranges. In different field campaigns in 2004, 2011, 2012, and 2017, a total of 114 high-elevation, 126 low-elevation and 263 historical TRW measurements were established and different subsets previously published by Büntgen et al. (2013) to establish a nearly millennium-long May-June temperature reconstruction for Eastern Europe, in Büntgen et al. (2007) to assess growth responses to climate in a multi-species tree-ring network, in Konter et al. (2015a) to test for spatiotemporal variations in the climatic response in Larix decidua TRW samples, and in Konter et al. (2015b) to verify the absence of larch budmoth outbreaks.

MXD measurements developed in this study base on a subset of the TRW samples. Only a little fraction could be processed for density measurements, because previous treatments of the cores, e.g. the preparation of the surface with a microtome and the fixation on wooden holders, caused damages and a general fragileness. MXD measurements were derived from high-precision X-ray radiodensitometry using the DENDRO2003 setup from Walsch Electronic. The cores were prepared according to standard dendrochronological techniques (Lenz et al., 1976; Schweingruber et al., 1978). To extract resins and other chemicals or biochemical compounds, samples were treated 34 h with alcohol in a Soxhlet and 24 h in a water bath. Each sample was split in 1 – 3 cm long sections and 2 mm laths from these sections were cut perpendicular to the tracheid’s longitudinal axis using a twin blade saw. The laths and a five-steps cellulose acetate calibration wedge were exposed 14 min to X-rays. Depth levels of the calibration wedge return reference grey levels and comparison with the grey-levels from the wood, enables estimates of the wood density. The high-elevation MXD measurements were merged with existing MXD data from Dolina Mengusovska of 2004 (Büntgen et al., 2007) and accessed via the ITDB (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo-search/; Grissino-Mayer and Fritts, 1997), which were developed in the same manner.

To remove non-climatic, age-related trends from the raw measurement MXD series, two cubic spline detrending with a 50 % frequency-response cutoff equal to 10 years (10SP) and 100 years (100SP) were applied to retrain climate information at annual to multi-decadal timescales (Cook and Peters, 1981) using ARSTAN (Cook and Krusic, 2016). Prior to calculating residuals, all series were power-transformed (Cook and Peters, 1997), and the resulting site chronologies were variance stabilized according to Frank et al. (2007) to avoid bias from changes in sample replication and inter-series correlation. The strength of the common signal was estimated considering the expressed population signal (EPS; Wigley et al., 1984) and inter-series correlations (Rbar) calculated over 30-year periods with 15 years of overlap. Coherence between the high- and low-elevation MXD site chronologies, and the pooled chronology including all historical samples, was tested by calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficients in 31-year moving windows over the chronologies’ common periods. Over the period of overlap between historical and living material, this analysis was repeated using individual measurements and TRW data. The establishment of regional curves (RC), empirically defined as biological age stand curves (Briffa et al., 1992), and the comparison of absolute MXD values permits further inter-site comparison (Esper et al., 2003).

MXD measurements comprise a total of 111 high-elevation and 90 low-elevation samples (Fig. 1a and Fig. 2d). The high- and low-elevation site chronologies cover the period 1676–2012 and 1745–2017 (n > 5), respectively (Fig. 2a-b). Corresponding Rbar values of 0.45 and 0.33, and EPS values of 0.96 and 0.94, indicate strong intra-site coherence of the individual trees and suggest the mean chronologies contain some environmental information (Fig. 2e). With only 56 historical series over the period 1032–1853, and only exceeding n > 5 samples in the intervals 1162–1315 and 1355–1600, Rbar values of 0.16 and an EPS of 0.57, signal strength and sample replication are very limited (Fig. 2c-e and Fig. A.1). Over the period 1500–1853 Rbar and EPS values where 0.16 and 0.39, respectively.

2.2. Climate and climate signal detection

During the growing season from April to September (Büntgen et al., 2007), weather and atmospheric settings in Slovakia develop under the influence of cyclonic and anti-cyclonic synoptic patterns associated with the strength of the westerlies (Niedzwiedz, 1992). Thermic and hydroclimatic conditions at the tree sites are additionally modulated by topography, causing a decrease of temperature with increasing elevation, and luv- and lee effects in the distribution of precipitation (Barry, 2008). Mean annual temperature and precipitation from 1961 to 1990 at the Poprad station (49.07 N and 20.25E, 695 m a.s.l.; Fig. 1) are 5.8 °C and 578 mm, respectively (Fig. 1). For MXD calibration, we used climate data from this meteorological station, which is reaching back to 1951.

The high- and low-elevation 100SP chronologies were correlated against monthly and seasonal temperature and precipitation data from previous-year August to current-year September, and the May-June seasonal mean. By calculating residuals from 10-year cubic smoothing splines, the instrumental data were additionally high-pass filtered for calibration against the 10SP chronologies. Spatial correlation analyses were performed between the high- and low-elevation 100SP MXD chronologies and 0.5° gridded CRU TS4.01 (Harris, 2015) climate data for the period 1951–2012 and the extended period 1901–2016 to assess climate signal strength and explore potential temporal changes. All meteorological data and correlation maps were retrieved from the
Fig. 1. a Location of the living tree high-elevation (green) and low-elevation (brown) sites, and historical (white) sampling locations within the area of the Tatra Mountains in Slovakia. b Climate diagram of the meteorological station in Poprad (49.07 N, 20.25E, 695 m a.s.l.), and c picture demonstrating the sampling of historical material in a church.

Fig. 2. Tatra MXD chronologies. a-b, 10SP (upper) and 100SP (lower) *Larix decidua* MXD chronologies from high (green) and low (brown) elevation sites, together with 15-year low-pass filters (black). Light grey lines indicate the period when sample replication is ≤ 5. c, Same as in a-b, but for the historical material chronologies (dark and light grey). d, Sample size curves of the high, low, and historical chronologies. e, Rbar statistics of the raw MXD series (calculated over 30 years lagged by 15 years), and f, the corresponding mean age curves. The vertical dashed lines in 1680 CE (green) and 1730 CE (brown) indicate when EPS passes the 0.85 threshold in the high- and low-elevation raw chronologies, respectively.
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute’s (KNMI) Climate Explorer (https://climexp.knmi.nl; Trouet and van Oldenborgh, 2013). The stability of climate/growth relationships were assessed for the most important month/season by iteratively modifying the tree-ring chronologies’ sample replication to estimate effects on earlier, less replicated chronology periods. Multiple Pearson correlation coefficients were derived from the calibration of 2000 sub-sample high-elevation 100SP and 10SP chronologies against May-June temperatures, and sub-sample low-elevation 100SP and 10SP chronologies against July precipitation over the period 1951–2012. The tree-ring chronologies were developed using 5, 10, ..., 35 MXD series randomly drawn 2000 times from the population of 43 (high-elevation) and 69 (low-elevation), respectively that cover the entire calibration period.

3. Results

3.1. Site characteristics

The 100SP chronologies reflect environmental changes at inter-annual to multi-decadal, and the 10SP chronologies at inter-annual timescales (Fig. 2a-c). Despite the application of a variance stabilization procedure (Frank et al., 2007), all chronologies are characterized by heterogeneous variance structures with periods of inflated and reduced variability. Mean segment length (MSL) is 200 years in the high-elevation and 206 years in low-elevation site, and tree ages increase towards present in both chronologies. The pool of historical samples is younger with a MSL of 94 years and ages ranging from 24 to 210 years, which guarantees a heterogeneous age structure through time (Figs. 2f and 3a; Esper et al., 2016). The RCs of the low-elevation site and historical samples overlap, whereas density in the high-elevation samples is at all age stages at a lower level (Fig. 3b). For the historical samples overlap, whereas density in the high-elevation samples also suggests a heterogenous age structure through time (Figs. 2f and 3a). The RCs of the low-elevation site and historical samples overlap, whereas density in the high-elevation samples is at all age stages at a lower level (Fig. 3b).

3.2. Climate growth relationships

The high- and low-elevation site chronologies contain inconsistent but distinct climate signals (Fig. 4). The high-elevation 10SP chronology strongly correlates with May-June temperatures \((r = 0.68, p < 0.001)\), whereas the correlations are significantly lower for the 100SP chronology \((r = 0.54, p < 0.01)\), indicating a stronger proxy/temperature coherency at inter-annual timescale. Significant correlations appear also in the month of September (10SP \(r = 0.42, p < 0.01\) and 100SP \(r = 0.34, p < 0.05\)). The low-elevation 100SP chronology correlates significantly with March temperatures \((r = 0.39, p < 0.01)\) and July precipitation \((r = 0.44, p < 0.001)\). Here, the correlations are insignificantly lower for high-frequency, the 10SP chronology \((r = 0.37, p < 0.01\) and \(r = 0.43, p < 0.001)\). At the high-elevation site, however, substantial influences of March temperatures and July precipitation are absent, and vice versa, at the low-elevation site temperatures in May-June have no significant impact on latewood growth. For both sites, the months of the previous year summer to winter do not significantly influence density formation.

The recalculation of 2000 subset 100SP and 10SP chronologies from the high-elevation site, and their correlation with May-June temperatures, shows that the signal is robust down to a replication of five series (Fig. 4b). The mean correlation with a random subset of five 100SP detrended series is \(r = 0.55 (p < 0.01)\) and \(r = 0.65 (p < 0.001)\) for a random subset of five 10SP detrended series. The absolute values range between 0.38-0.66 (100SP) and 0.51-0.75 (10SP), respectively. The same exercise using the 100SP and 10SP low-elevation chronologies and July temperature reveals that a robust growth/climate relationship at the lower elevation site requires high sample replications. Here, 20 series are needed to reach a signal strength passing the \(p < 0.05\) threshold.

Significant correlations \(r > 0.4\) between the high-elevation 100SP chronology and gridded May-June temperatures extend from Poland to Serbia in a north/south direction and from eastern Germany to western Ukraine in east/west direction (Fig. 5a). Correlations over central Germany, Latvia, Greece, Italy and Bulgaria are weaker, but still significant. Positive correlations between the low-elevation 100SP chronology and March temperatures cover roughly the same spatial domain, though values \(r > 0.4\) appear only close to the study site and rapidly decrease to \(r = 0.2-0.3\) in neighboring countries (Fig. 5b). Strong positive correlations between the 100SP low-elevation chronology and July precipitation appear near the study region, whereas the relationship completely disappears west of the study site (Fig. 5c).

3.3. Data homogeneity

Offsets in the absolute density values, low inter-site correlations at varying frequencies, and changing climate responses indicate substantial inter-site inhomogeneities at multiple timescales, and imply that a successful combination of the historical material with high- and low-elevation living tree populations is challenging. This result is confirmed by moving window correlations between the living chronologies and the historical chronology (Fig. 6). Over the common period of overlap (\(n > 3\) historical samples), coherence between the high-elevation chronology and the historical chronology is low \((r = 0.02)\) but higher \((r = 0.46)\) between the low-elevation chronology and the historical chronology. However, the validity of the comparison is very limited due to a low replication of \(n < 5\) samples. Comparison of the

---

Fig. 3. MXD characteristics of high-elevation (green), low-elevation (brown) and historical (grey) larch trees. a, Mean MXD versus mean segment length. b, Regional curves and replication curves (> 10 series) of the high, low, and historical samples. c, Box plots of average MXD values over the first 150 years of tree growth. Numbers indicate sample replication.
high- and low-elevation chronologies with the five historical MXD series reinforces this trend, with higher correlation coefficients for the low-elevation/historical comparison (ranging between r = 0.15-0.58) and lower (r = -0.04-0.18) for the high-elevation/historical comparison (Fig. A.3.).

4. Discussion

4.1. Altitudinal differences in growth/climate responses of MXD

Absolute density values in living larch samples decrease with an increasing altitude, which is in line with a previous study elaborating elevation-specific growth-climate signals in MXD data. Zhang et al. (2015b) have shown that samples from different elevations with an inhomogeneous temporal distribution may distort the long-term trend in the final chronology. The sampled high- and low-elevation larch populations have a similar age structure and sample size and reflect two provenances of larch growing within the elevational range from 800 – 1450 m a.s.l.. However, the absence of substantial inter-site correlations between high- and low-elevation site chronologies as well as mentioned offsets in absolute densities suggest that MXD contains different environmental and climatic signals resulting from habitat differences related to site elevation (Affolter et al., 2010) and bedrock type (Schiller, 1982). These findings are in line with inherent climate signals of TRW measurements from the same sites (Konter et al., 2015a). As a consequence, for climate reconstruction purpose, sites have to be considered separately (Esper et al., 2016).

The strong response to May-June temperatures of trees growing at high-elevation and to March temperatures of trees growing at low-elevation reflects the integrative nature of MXD (Björklund et al., 2016).

Fig. 4. Correlation coefficients of a, MXD high-elevation and low-elevation chronologies against monthly and seasonal temperatures (red) and precipitation (blue) from the Poprad meteorological station for the 1951-2012 period. Light colors refer to 100SP proxy and instrumental data and dark colors to 10SP and 10-year HP instrumental data. Dashed lines indicate p < 0.01. b Multiple correlation coefficients from calibrating 2000 100SP and 10SP high-elevation (low-elevation in the lower panel) sub-sample chronologies against May-June temperatures (July precipitation) from 1951-2012. The 100SP and 10SP chronologies were established randomly by resampling 5 to 35 MXD series from a population of 43 (69) living tree-ring series covering the calibration period (see methods). Dashed lines indicate p < 0.05. c, Z-scores of (1) instrumental May-June temperatures (black) and 100SP high-elevation chronology (grey) (2) instrumental 10-year HP May-June temperatures and 10SP high-elevation chronology, (3) instrumental July precipitation and 100SP low-elevation chronology and (4) instrumental 10-year HP July-precipitation and 10SP low-elevation chronology.

Fig. 5. Spatial correlations (p < 0.05) between gridded CRU TS 4.01 temperature and precipitation data (1951-2012) and MXD chronologies. a, high-elevation chronologies and May-June temperature, b, low-elevation chronologies and March temperature, and July precipitation. Star indicates the sampling location.
Additionally driven by non-climate factors (Fritts, 1976). The significant positive association with September temperatures of high-elevation trees indicates the month of growth cessation, because monitoring of the European larch growing season in the central Swiss Alps using micro cores showed that growth at elevations between 1350 – 2150 m a.s.l. is completed in September (Moser et al., 2010). Despite maximum monthly precipitation sums in the summer month from May to August (Fig. 1), trees at lower elevations are affected negatively by droughts in July. We assume that larch responses to drought as a consequence of raising temperatures (Büntgen et al., 2013), increased evapotranspiration and water-stress caused by growth on well-drained soils developed on limestone rock (Dünisch and Bauch, 1994). Even though positive correlations of temperature sensitive wood density chronologies with August temperature have been widely reported across Europe (Büntgen et al., 2017; Esper et al., 2012; Fuentes et al., 2017; Klippel et al., 2018; Rydval et al., 2017), correlations are not significant in the Tatra, indicating that in the study region climatic conditions in August are of minor importance in the cell development process.

Spatial correlations reveal that the May-June and March temperature signals in high- and low-elevation trees appear at central-eastern European scale, whereas July precipitation signal is spatially limited to a region east of the study site which potentially reflects the higher spatial variability of precipitation (Bacchi and Kottekogda, 1995). In addition, significant differences in the stability of the climate signals between the high- and low-elevation provenance arise by re-calibrating 2000 subset chronologies against monthly climate data. A significant May-June temperature signal preserved in a chronology that contains only five high-elevation MXD series indicates that even with a little sample replication a chronology with a robust climate signal can be composed (Esper et al., 2012). To build a chronology with a stable July precipitation signal however, 20 low-elevation MXD series are needed indicating that despite a stable Rbar value of 0.33 and EPS > 0.9, which generally exhibit a common variance in a provenance, not all individual trees are July precipitation sensitive. We assume potential micro-site effects (Düthorn et al., 2013) related to differences in soil thickness developed on limestone, modulate the drought sensitivity of single individuals. Trees situated on patches with higher soil availability benefit from its water-holing capacity whereas individuals established on bedrock suffer drought more directly through (rain) water depletion through the fissured rock (Williams et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2014). In addition, we suggest that common variability in the provenance is additionally driven by non-climate factors (Fritts, 1976).

The phenomenon that low-elevation trees respond positively to warm early spring temperatures whereas trees from the same species at a higher altitude respond to summer temperatures has been previously described for Norway spruce TRW series from ten sites in the Tatra Mountains (Savva et al., 2006). Also in Scots pine MXD series from five sites in the Scandinavian Mountains significant influence of early spring temperatures has been detected (Björklund et al., 2012). However, the positive response of the low-elevation provenance to March temperatures even though cambial activity and xylem cell differentiation processes are not recorded earlier than the month of April in studies from dry inner Alpine valleys (Gruber et al., 2010; Swidrak et al., 2011), climatic and environmental settings that match conditions at the study site, indicates that the signal is not an physically active response of the xylem to climate. Hence, it can be assumed that an increase in spring temperatures may induce earlier snow melt, thereby favoring an earlier stem rehydration and growth onset (Kirdyanov et al., 2003; Vaganov et al., 1999) which positively affects the subsequent stages of cell development.

Negative responses to summer drought and high temperatures of low-elevation provenances and positive responses of high-elevation trees have been reported from the Alps (Hartl-Meier et al., 2014a; Jolly et al., 2005), Eastern Carpathians (Sidor et al., 2015) and Tatra (Büntgen et al., 2007; Savva et al., 2006) and altitudinal growth/climate gradient analysis served as space for time substitute to study the impact of future global warming (Hartl-Meier et al., 2014b). Scots pine from a low-elevation site in the mountain forests south of Poprad has also been used to reconstruct Slovakian drought dynamics over the period 1744–2006 using the Palmer Drought Severity Index (Büntgen et al., 2009). However, we note that despite a significant precipitation signal in the month of July in low-elevation trees, correspondence with regional hydroclimate records including the Slovakian June-August scPSDI reconstruction (Büntgen et al., 2009), a June-August SPI reconstruction from Romania (Levanic et al., 2012) and a scPSDI reconstruction retrieved from the old world drought atlas for the area 19–21E and 48–49.5 N (Cook et al., 2015) is limited with correlation coefficients ranging between 0.19 and 0.34 over the common period of overlap. This also matches the finding that low-elevation trees have certain drought response, but which is not consistent over the whole population.

**4.2. Potentials and limitations of the MXD measurements for climate reconstruction**

Historical samples were obtained from beams in churches and castles, located in mountain valleys surrounded by the High and Low Tatras, but it is unclear in which sites in the nearby forests the trees were cut (Büntgen et al., 2006a). The range of average MXD values calculated from historical samples support a potential origin from high- and low-elevation sites. Though only an insufficient replication in the period of overlap between historical and living samples is given, the existence of growth consistencies between the low-elevation and historical MXD chronologies, and inconsistencies between these and the high-elevation chronology clearly show that for the successful establishment of a millennium-long MXD chronology with a meaningful and
homogeneous climate signal through time, the high-elevation trees have to be treated separately (Esper et al., 2016; Tegel et al., 2010). Thus, results clearly indicate that the climatic information preserved in the historical samples is linked to hydroclimate. However, for previous analysis, using TRW to establish a May-June temperature reconstruction (Büntgen et al., 2013), the high-elevation, low-elevation and historical material was merged which indicates (i) substantial differences in the climate signal of MXD and TRW as known from the Mediterranean (Klass et al., 2015; Seim et al., 2012), or (ii) substantial biases in the TRW reconstruction. Correlation of the MXD 100SP/10SP chronologies with corresponding 100SP/10SP TRW chronologies, retrieved as a byproduct when producing MXD measurements, is $r = 0.67/0.67$ for the high-elevation and $r = 0.63/0.57$ for the low-elevation site indicating that direction of the climate signal (positive or negative response with monthly climate data), should be equal in TRW and MXD. Further, re-standardization of high and low-elevation TRW measurements published in Büntgen et al. (2013) (identifier Vernat1 (low) and Tatra (high)) using a 10SP and re-calibration against 10-year high-pass filtered Poprad temperature data clearly indicates that also in TRW the low-elevation trees do not include a substantial May-June temperature signal ($r = 0.11$) which is recorded in high-elevation trees ($r = 0.68$) (Fig. 7a). Similar to MXD, but based on an increased sample replication in TRW, in the period of overlap from 1679 to 1859, historical and low-elevation TRW chronologies show a common variance, whereas a significant correlation with the high-elevation site is absent (Fig. 7b-c). The use of non-temperature sensitive TRW series points to significant bias in the May-June temperature reconstruction which also have been previously illustrated by Konter et al. (2015a). Büntgen et al. (2013) combined trees from seven high- and low-elevation sites, which were scattered over the same area where historical wood samples were derived from, to represent the full ecological range of the natural occurrence of larch in the Tatra region. This sampling strategy lowers site bias in the May-June temperature reconstruction which also have been considered the varying lag-1 serial correlations. In TRW, the living-tree larch sites cannot be merged for climate reconstruction. First tests to connect 56 measurements from historical from the Greater Tatra region, to develop a chronology extending back to 1032 CE indicate that historical data better synchronize with the low-elevation larch chronology, suggesting the climate signal of such a composite MXD chronology would be weighted towards hydroclimate rather than temperatures. We recommend to increase sample replication through the inclusion of additional beams from younger constructions that cover the period of overlap before considering the data for climate reconstructions, especially to further disentangle climate signals preserved in historical samples.
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